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Creative Lighting Solutions from Elation at WFX 2019 
 
Dynamic lighting systems are being used by houses of worship across the country in new and 
exciting ways to support the message and help grow congregations. Elation partners with houses of 
worship large and small to develop creative lighting solutions that engage with worshipers and help 
pack the pews. We invite you to Booth 718 at the WFX show in Orlando to talk about bringing your 
ministry to the next level.    
 

                              
 
Join the Elation team September 17-19 at the Orange County Convention Center where we’ll have 
on display some of our latest lighting innovations for hands on demonstrations. Elation is pleased 
to be expanding the popular Fuze™ series of LED wash luminaires with new profile, spot and 
pendant versions. Showing will be the Fuze Spot™ and Fuze Profile™ with framing, both housing 
full-color-spectrum RGBMA color mixing systems. Also available is the cold white Fuze Profile CW™ 
with dual color wheels. All three automated LED moving heads offer the perfect fusion of 
performance, features and value. 
 
Elation is also pleased to show for the first time the Fuze Pendant™, a full-color-spectrum house 
lighting solution with high CRI, smooth dimming and up to 11,000 lumens of power that is ideal for 
large area illumination and high ceiling applications while compact enough to easily fit in smaller 
spaces. Pendant, yoke or recessed ceiling hardware provide for flexibility in mounting; DMX, 0-10V 
and emergency battery connection support any connectivity requirements, while a variety of lens 
accessories allows for precise light distribution. 
 
Also showing is the Smarty MAX™, an extreme-output Spot/Beam/Wash hybrid moving head 
featuring a new Platinum FLEX 400 lamp rated at 480W with up to 4,000 hours of smart lamp life. 
Combining CMY and variable CTO, this is the world’s first hybrid incorporating a full iris for dynamic 
beam effects. Compact and lightweight with a large 160mm front aperture lens, its resourceful 
design package includes four prisms on two planes, dual frosts plus dual gobo wheels and dual 
track animation.  



 
 
Obsidian Control Systems is pleased to be showing the new NX 4™ lighting console with DYLOS™ 
pixel composition engine. Equipped with a range of professional features and using the latest in 
industrial components, the NX 4 is designed to handle even the largest show with ease while DYLOS 
aims to provide new and innovative ways that far exceed the capabilities of regular pixel-mapping 
systems.  
 
About Elation Professional 
Based in California with a European office in The Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range 
of innovative lighting and video products known for its superior performance, excellent efficiency, and outstanding 
price:value ratio, all backed by a hard-earned reputation for Total Support. Through nearly three decades of intelligent 
lighting development, our mission has always been simple: to provide best-in-class products and service while offering 
the best value:performance ratio in the industry, helping show designers and producers achieve their vision. From 
discharge to LED, intelligent to conventional, Elation products continue to be a part of the industry’s most exciting 
projects across the globe and our list of references is always growing. We invite you to take a closer look at 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
sales@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 
 
Elation Professional Mexico 
Av Santa Ana 30, 
Parque Industrial Lerma, 
Lerma, Mexico 52000 
Tel: +011 52 728 282 7070 
ventas@elationlighting.com 

http://www.elationlighting.com/
http://www.elationlighting.com/
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